
Descriptive Set Theory
Lecture 25
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Operation A (recall).Operation A applies to a sequence (Ps)sCINCIN of subsche

of a Polish space X, yielding the af

A(PS)stINCIN: 1PX1.. 14, i .
XEINIV G
ExtIN'N Fu pool SoloPicaoiiis

the typical application was: let A: INN->X be continuous al

Ps:= f(s)). We proved Ct f(ININ) = A (P.)seNIN = A (PSLSENCIN.
This implies 2.=ATTi. It's clear At AZ, < Z, -so

== AT,= AZ,

Today we down at the classes of Baird was of unit.weas, ribs

are closed under operation A. Since is belongs to these classes,
so does 2::AT, so analytic land heave also canalsh sets
are Baire meas, and universally means.

Def. For a talgebra 3 of subsets of X, call a set AeX
3-small if Povent (A) 13; otherwise it's 3-large
J-small acts from a r-ideal.

Examples. Measure sets for BM Ealy, and full sets for oneses. 5.nlg



Recall that for BM a Lebesque meas. O-algabas, we had a way
of extracting the largest measurable subset A'lup to small sets
of a given set AX. For BM, this was UCA) IA, and

for Lebesque was, this was DCANA. Here we define the

deal motion to this, marely smallest was, superset.

Def. Let J-aly on a not X. We
say but a set A' is an E-

envelope of a not AX if AA, A'cy, and any
3-weas subset of ALA is J-small. In other words,

Al
J

Ais the smallest (up to 5-small) 3-menssupersed
AMy oTA: SaythES admit envelopes if every Aand

I

Obc. Envelopes are unique up
to small sets.

Exaples. (a) BM woalg afuits envelopes.
Prof. Given AX, X Police, we know US UCAPIAS

is the largest BM subset of Al, up to meager of

Thus, CUCAPIAC" is the smallest BM supersetMillMAGof A, up to marve



(b) U-wens 5-alg admits envelopes, for any finite Bowl meas. M.
Proof. By throwing out the otbl set of atoms, may assure dis

monatoric, so WLOW M =Leb mens. On 90,0.
For

any AsCO,1, take A':= (DCAY NAP?

Thosen (Szpilraj -Marczewski). If a way I on not X

admits envelopes, then it is closed under operation A.
Proof ht (POseNIN?3. If we had At each Ps= Upson, then

A(PS)seN(N = PoES, so we'd be done. We'll reduce he

the case where Ps= UPsaa up
to
an Y-small set,

which is enough because throwing out obly way Y-small
outs from the space X doesn't affect the J-weas of Alas

P r
4.P Pe

Consider is:= AIPtSsstaINGN. Note Mt P, EP,
to i,i,.

PopGd P do Pa ifEsiUFarn, so ACITTEINCIN
= Fo =ACD,T

↑"To ""

1... .....111111.11.11. 8-mens, so we need something in between Ps =?-Ps.
ht i= eur(Ps)/Ps, where ear(Ts) is an J-ear

*Is. Thus A(Ps)s =A(P), c- A (Esls =AlPs)s, so A(Ps)s=b(Pd
Note Mt UPsin is an occur. for UPSon = Ps, so by uniqenen,
Ps of UPsare equal mod -small, which is what we needed



Cor. Analytic (and hence also coanclyticats are Bairaweas of univareas.

Projective Hierarchy
We know at 5 =FNB as we continue:

I+==F/NIN#'n
Hi =

=

= 7h
Ah = = 2, 1 Th

Box A;
?E' I

*All.... An
5'

3
*

*
NE iH

EAN....

the existence of universal projective hierarchy, length a
cits of strict containand follow as before by diagonalization.
We won't study these ants bead questions about men
are inclep. from EFC.



Complete site.

Def. For lets AeX of B2Y, X." Polich, a function

*X -> Y is called a reduction of A to B if ExeX,
xt A(=>f(x)tB,

x-Y
i.e. f"(B) = A. We say N A is

Ac
-

Wadge reducible to B if there is Fre
a continuous reduction of A to B.

We write (A, X) <w(B, Y).

Net. Let i be Polish al i be a clan of set ITE, E1, etc).
We say Mt BOY is 4-hard (resp. P-completes if
↓subset A:X in a O-diayX, (A,New(B, Y)
Creep, and BC M. Polish

Note. It set is rehard/complete, how its contement is it-hardloap.

Remark. We require the domain be O-dia to remove the top
obstructions (connectedto building continuous reductions.



Note that if a set is say I3-hard, then it is not te
lotherwise, ever I sat would be a continuous preimage of a
#

set hence ?T which is false). Turns out not
S

this is the only obstruction to being in th

Theorem (Wadye). Let i be a O-dia Polich space of BEY Borel

utbe 2 or 12, aco. Then
#

B is E-hard ES BALY.

To prove this, we first need an amusing lemma:

Kawa. For subsets Ad B of Odia Polish spaces X and Y.
either (A,Xzv(B,Y) or (B, Y) <w(A(x).

Proof. As we have down in HI, X of 4 are homes to closed

subnets of INN, i.e. x = (T] d4 = (s].
We define the Wage gave Sur (ts; A,B):

PI. No X
... Rules:(x0,..,Xn) at al

P2. Yo Y, (30.../Y)tS-

Player 2 wins:<t (xEA (S y( B), dhvex= (xn),y=(gn).
c=-(x,y) =(AxB)VCA'x BP -



This is a Bond gave, so it's determined. Suppose PC was a

winning strategy, which we may view as a moustone

function 4: Th S which
maps (x0...Xn) to (o,anya)

line FfeT, P(t)1=t, so the induced
map 4* has

dozain [T], so M*: IT) -> (S] and is continuous.

Then DP is a reduction of A to B bane if xCA,
Men Y*(x) is the

response
of 12 to the play x a B1,

hence xCAE>4*(B.

similarly, if PI has a winning strategy, Men B"EwA.

Proof of Wade's Theorem. ->. If Bis P-complete, then BELP would imply
Bat 1= >7, a nontradition.

1. Suppose MA BETR and let Act (x) for some O-dia Polich X.

By Wade's Lenna, A INB or B'rA. Te latter option
implies Ut BEP so BELP, a contraction, so it must be

that A. B.

We now build a complete analytic at. Each free Ton IN is a subset of

INSI and hence TEZNNIN). The at in of trees is in fact a closed

subset of NIN; indeed, for TE LIIN),



Tate as

atrainaretire
Thus, to is a Polich space, let IF domote the set of all ill-founded

trees (i.e. containing an infinite branch) TET. Thus, WF:=TrLIF
is the out of well-founded trees (no infinite branch).

Theorem. It is complete-analytic. Here WF is complete -comualytic
Proof. Let Abe an analytic subut of a 0-dim Polich X.

Xis home to a closed subset of ININ, so may assume

X EINN closed 10 AEINN is analytic as a subset

of NNN bare closed intersect analytic is still analytic
Thus, A = project where (INXININ is closed.

Identifying IN'xININECINxINS' al CEDNxINgIN,
we get a proved treet on INxIN sit.( = (T].

Define p:CINQINL'eIN'N and node Mt A=p(53:=p(It3)
(xu,Yn)n+ x(xn)n

For each xtIN', let Ts ==> seIN'N: (X(i), sliicIIT).

E.g.Cost
Toon... = (A), Kf, (7,87), T1000... = 183, T00...353



The
map

f: ININeTr by xHTx is continuous (wb.)
so it remains to show but it reduces A to IF.

↓xEINI, xeAE> xepIT) C FytININ(x(t(T)
>=> EzEINN JECTx]C>TxtIF.

To show it a cotBisnot Bowl, it's enough to continously
reduce IF to B. Not Bowl means hereis no Ctbl algorith

determining the membership to B. This is loudly illustrated

by the famous result of Foreman, Rudolph, and Weiss,

which says hot the old program
of von Neumann on trying

tocossity all measure-presoring automorphism of (20.D, N
up

to conjugacy is impossible:

Thoven(F-RCU. The conjugacy relation - on the
group

Act (2011), N) of all meas-press autom of 10.1 is

complete - analytic. In particular, Bowel function
8: Aut (20,1, d fIR sit. A Y, YcArt(C0,1, N,

yn4(=)p(x) =p(4).
Roof of "in particular". 0.5. Cet 82: Ant (10,1,(1"->((-b(Y,4)( ((P),8(4)
and v = "(A2), where A2 is the diag of 11? Hence, v is Borel,a contradiction.


